Build better
together
Get the digital pull planning tool that
keeps conversations going and projects
on track.

Choose the digital pull planning tool that’s intuitive by
design, for contractors and trades alike. Nialli Visual
Planner is a digital application of the Last Planner
System® that is familiar and easy to adopt.

Full remote access
Give teams the flexibility to work exactly how they need,
whether colocated, distributed or hybrid. Nialli Visual
Planner works with all kinds of tech products – including
large interactive walls and displays, laptops, tablets and
smartphones. Connect and contribute from anywhere, on
any device.

Increase conversations

Get everyone talking with digital tools that make discussion
and decision-making at the jobsite easier – plus allow
workers and stakeholders to access plans anytime and
anywhere.

Accelerate adoption

Avoid lost productivity and costly delays with software that’s
easy to use from day one. Take full advantage of the Last
Planner System, but add the digital efficiencies you need.

Remove constraints

Make better use of limited jobsite real estate. You can
collapse and expand lanes of work as needed without
losing clarity, plus it’s easy to switch between plans at any

Increase transparency

Keep everyone in the know from executives to
superintendents to tradespeople. Whether you’re at the
jobsite or head office, the details you need are always a
click away.

INTERACTIVE WALL

Collaborate on a large scale
Complete your pull planning solution with an
interactive wall that takes the traditional big wall
experience into the digital world. Its huge surface
offers precise 40-point multitouch and highly flexible
configurations – letting you keep what you love about
your paper processes while adding digital flexibility.
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